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New Features
The following new changes were made:
1. PD1-12 [Protection Indicator] for Opt-in – This option applies to IWeb registries
that use a type of opt-out known as SIIS opt-out. When this setting is enabled,
patients with negative consent expressed in the HL7 message are imported into
the registry as having opted out. More information is available in CONSORT-4744.
2. In the June 2018 release (this release), the following additional support for
refusals and refusal reasons was added:
•

Issue resolution for validating deferrals was added by adding a Deferral tab
on the issue resolution page.

•

Issue resolution for validating Completion Status as unrecognized was
added in the "Vaccination Completion Status – RXA-20" section.

•

A change was made in the handling of refusal information in query
responses. Query responses now exclude refusal information by default
(i.e., the Send vaccination deferrals option in the Import Profile Query
Settings is deselected (not checked) by default). After upgrading to the
July 2018 version of PHC Hub, users must, if necessary, re-enable to
setting for any import profiles previously created. See CONSORT-4759 for
more information.

3. A new configuration option ("Prefer MSH-4.2 if Mapping Vaccination Facility ID")
was added to prefer MSH 4.2 for Facility ID mapping (CONSORT-4764). This
configuration setting was added to support legacy interfaces in Ohio. These
interfaces send IDs in both MSH 4.1 and MSH 4.2, but prefer the ID in MSH 4.2.
When the import profile enables Map Vaccination Facility ID from MSH-4.1/4.2
and the new option to prefer MSH 4.2, PHC Hub uses the ID in MSH 4.2 when an
HL7 message is submitted with IDs in both MSH 4.1 and MSH 4.2. Note that this
setting enables functionality which is not consistent with the HL7 Version 2.5.1
Implementation Guide for Immunization Messaging.

Known Issues
The following are known issues with this release:
•
•
•

The Attestation Report is currently not working.
Version numbers do not display at the bottom of the left navigation menu.
As previously noted in the PHC Hub v. March 2018 Release Notes, code changes
are required in IWeb to complete the downstream functionality to support the
relaxed consistency logic for matching VFC Eligibility and Funding Source. Clients
should see fewer message rejections related to PHC Hub processing for VFC
Eligibility and Funding Source, but may not see a change in lot decrementing or
IIS data retention until changes have been made in IWeb.
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Product Documentation
Product documentation is located on the STC Documentation Portal:
https://documentation.stchome.com/.
The following documents are available for this version of PHC Hub:
•

PHC Hub (v. July 2018) User Guide

•

PHC Hub (v. March 2018) Quick Reference Guides (QRGs) are still applicable
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